
Mobile Integration with
Teleserver Mobile Pro

VIERLING ECOTEL® VTM pro and
SPEECH DESIGN Teleserver
Mobile Pro as a package

VIERLING

• Fixed-line phone and mo-
bile phone can be reached
at a single number

• Transfer calls from a 
mobile phone

• Initiate conferences from a
mobile phone and arrange
call forwarding

• Common mailbox for fixed
line and mobile phone

• Recording of telephone
conversations

• Employees can save 
valuable time

• VTM pro helps build an
economical solution

Extension goes mobile!

SPEECH DESIGN’s Teleserver
Mobile Pro turns any phone
into a mobile extension. Your
employees can be reached
wherever they go at a single
extension. They can also trans-
fer calls from a mobile phone
and set up conference calls.
Call forwarding can be swit-
ched on and off from on the
road without incurring any
charges. A common mailbox is
provided for the fixed line and
mobile phone which can also
be accessed from a PC. Using
a memo function, employees
can record calls from a mobile
phone. – This helps your em-

ployees to save time
while boosting

productivity!

GSM connection required

Until now, users of
Mobile Pro incurred
additional charges for
calling GSM networks.
For example, if a cli-
ent dials the fixed line
of an employee, the
phone at the em-
ployee’s desk will ring,
as will the mobile phone. If the
employee takes the call on the
mobile phone, charges will be
incurred between Mobile Pro
and the GSM network.

Cost-effective mobile 
integration

Here is where ECOTEL® VTM pro
comes into play: The gateway
can reduce the cost of
connecting to the GSM net-
work by replacing expensive
calls from fixed lines to mobile
phones with more cost-effec-
tive mobile-to-mobile calls.
The gateway has its own mo-
bile radio modules and can be
fitted with SIM cards from dif-
ferent carriers. Depending on
the rate for the SIM cards that
are used, calls will be either
free or considerably less
expensive.



For more than just mobile phones

SPEECH DESIGN’s Teleserver Mobile Pro is capable of integrating mobile phones as well as
private phones and IP phones into a company’s PBX. Here, ECOTEL® VTM pro works as a
least cost router. The gateway automatically recognizes the connection type and chooses
the most cost-effective route via GSM, VoIP or ISDN. ECOTEL® VTM pro is looped into the
exchange line and all incoming and outgoing calls are routed via ECOTEL® VTM pro in a
cost-effective manner.

Integrated Least Cost Routing

It is also possible to save mobile communication fees if you call external mobile phones.
Depending on the called phone number, provider, day time or weekday, ECOTEL® VTM pro
establishes the most cost-effective mobile connection.

A cost-effective solution with 
ECOTEL® VTM pro

ECOTEL® VTM pro
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VIERLING
Communications GmbH

Pretzfelder Str. 21
D-91320 Ebermannstadt

Phone:+49 (0)9194-97 331
Fax: +49 (0)9194-97 101

E-Mail: info@vierling.de
www.vierling.de

In cooperation with:

SPEECH DESIGN GmbH

Industriestr. 1
D-82110 Germering

Phone: +49 (0) 89 / 89 458 - 0 
Fax: +49 (0) 89 / 89 458 - 359 

Internet: www.speech-design.de
E-Mail: info@speech-design.de

Without ECOTEL® VTM pro: The mobile phone and the fixed line phone both ring. If the employee takes the call on
the mobile phone, high connection charges are incurred unnecessarily

With ECOTEL® VTM pro: Connection charges for GSM networks are significantly decreased with mobile-to-mobile call
routing


